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To: kautsar@perbanas.ac.id

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

We are very grateful that you have chosen the Banks and Bank Systems Journal among hundreds of others to
publish the results of your research.

I ask you to pay attention that in the cover letter form in the Author Contributions section: some points cannot be
indicated. Please review and read their decoding by the link below. https://businessperspectives.org/publishing-
policies2/authorship-and-contributorship 

Please let me know the news after looking, and you may want to remove some check marks from your cover letter
form. Thanks.

The deadline for revisions is 2023-03-27

Please don’t forget to log in to the system and upload a revised Cover Letter!

Have a nice day!

Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova
Managing Editor
Journal Banks and Bank Systems
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Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

We are very grateful that you have chosen the Banks and Bank Systems Journal among hundreds of others to publish the results of your research.

Please pay attention that some points cannot be indicated in the cover letter form in the Author Contributions section. Please review and read their decoding by
the link below. https://businessperspectives.org/publishing-policies2/authorship-and-contributorship 

Please let me know the news after looking, and you may want to remove some check marks from your cover letter form. Thanks.

The deadline for revisions is 2023-03-27

Please don’t forget to log in to the system and upload a revised Cover Letter!

Have a nice day!

Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova

Managing Editor
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To: kautsar@perbanas.ac.id

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

the manuscript WHAT DRIVES THE LEVEL OF DISCLOSURE IN SOCIAL REPORTING AT SHARIA COMMERCIAL BANKS?, submitted to Banks and Bank
Systems Journal, needs to be revised.

Comments:

When finalizing the manuscript in accordance with the requirements of the journal, please pay special attention to the fact that this is a research paper, which is a
final report on the finished original experimental study (the structure is Abstract, Introduction, Literature review, Method, Results, Discussion, and Conclusion). The
length of the manuscript (maximum) should be up to 6,000 words (not including the abstract, list of sources and appendices). Divide the material into sections
correctly. Clearly and specifically formulate the purpose of the study! The title of the article should be specific, indicate the purpose of the study, and correlate with
it. The purpose of the article is indicated in the abstract, at the end of the literature review, and in the Conclusion. The abstract (its volume is 150-250 words, but
abstracts are welcome, in which the volume approaches 200-250 words) should have the following sequence of presentation of the material - relevance, purpose,
method, result, and conclusion. This is exactly the sequence that should be. Most of the abstract should be devoted to the result. Give a quantitative description of
the result. Do not enter in the abstract and do not use (also in conclusions) unestablished abbreviations.

Keywords should be chosen responsibly. You should not give the term, and then also its abbreviation. Their number is limited (about 8-10 words on average). They
should not be repeated, just as they should not repeat the words from the title of the article. Basically it should be words, not phrases. They should reflect the main
idea and content of the article. JEL Classification codes should be clarified. Their number is on average 2-4, and they should be placed in order from the main
(important) to the secondary ones.

The introduction is a half-page - a page of text devoted to the relevance of the research topic and the formulation of the SCIENTIFIC problem (in which this
research is being conducted) as a whole. You should not conduct a literature review here. There is no need for a literature review here. It is not necessary to tell
how the research will be conducted, how the article is structured, what is the purpose of the research and what tasks the authors will solve.

The literature review should include 30-40-50 analyzed sources. It should begin with a few introductory sentences. The sequence of the text must have logic (it is
not determined by the place of the mentioned work on the shelf). It must be subordinated to the purpose of the study. Do not start each paragraph with a reference
to the source, but structure the text in such a way that one paragraph is an analysis of one source. The review should be concluded with 2-3 generalizing
sentences. Then the purpose of the study should be formulated. After that, formulate hypotheses (right here, all together, and do not insert text between them). Of
course, if you foresee them. As for the hypotheses, they should be formulated clearly and unambiguously! They should be clear and not repeat each other.

Then there should be a Methods section. Here you should describe the algorithm (procedure) of the study and provide primary data for calculations or indicate the
sources of their receipt. This should be done following the logic of the academic presentation of the material.

Further, the main section of the article is RESULT. Here, not only the results obtained (analytics, systematization, calculations...), but also their economic
interpretation, explanation, and justification should be given. If the hypotheses were predicted, then provide the results of their verification.
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The Discussion section should include a discussion of the results of the study, a comparison with previous ones, a discussion of why the authors have such results,
and an indication of future prospects.

The Conclusions should have the following logic - indicate the purpose of the study, briefly demonstrate the obtained result, and indicate what conclusions should
be drawn from it. Do not cite sources in the Conclusions, and do not repeat sentences from the abstract here.

Don't start chapters with subsections. Don't break sections into a bunch of subsections. Variables in formulas must have established designations. They should be
explained. Captions for figures and tables should be clear and understandable, even if they are shown in the context of the article. Do not indicate under the figures
and tables that this is your own (author's) development or your own calculations because it should be so a priori. Column and row names in tables should be clear
and complete.

Carefully study each sentence, each paragraph, and the entire text of the article.

The deadline for revisions is 2023-06-09

To revise a manuscript please don’t forget to log in to the system and to upload a revised manuscript!

Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova
Managing Editor
Journal Banks and Bank Systems
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To: kautsar@perbanas.ac.id

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

the manuscript WHAT DRIVES THE LEVEL OF DISCLOSURE IN SOCIAL REPORTING AT SHARIA COMMERCIAL BANKS?, submitted to Banks and Bank
Systems Journal, needs to be revised.

Comments:

Authors are asked to comply with the requirements and preliminary recommendations. To simplify the process, you should check your text with this one.

When finalizing the manuscript in accordance with the requirements of the journal, please pay special attention to the fact that this is a research paper, which is a
final report on the finished original experimental study (the structure is Abstract, Introduction, Literature review, Method, Results, Discussion, and Conclusion). The
length of the manuscript (maximum) should be up to 6,000 words (not including the abstract, list of sources and appendices). Divide the material into sections
correctly. Clearly and specifically formulate the purpose of the study! The title of the article should be specific, indicate the purpose of the study, and correlate with
it. The purpose of the article is indicated in the abstract, at the end of the literature review, and in the Conclusion. The abstract (its volume is 150-250 words, but
abstracts are welcome, in which the volume approaches 200-250 words) should have the following sequence of presentation of the material - relevance, purpose,
method, result, and conclusion. This is exactly the sequence that should be. Most of the abstract should be devoted to the result. Give a quantitative description of
the result. Do not enter in the abstract and do not use (also in conclusions) unestablished abbreviations.

Keywords should be chosen responsibly. You should not give the term, and then also its abbreviation. Their number is limited (about 8-10 words on average). They
should not be repeated, just as they should not repeat the words from the title of the article. Basically it should be words, not phrases. They should reflect the main
idea and content of the article. JEL Classification codes should be clarified. Their number is on average 2-4, and they should be placed in order from the main
(important) to the secondary ones.

The introduction is a half-page - a page of text devoted to the relevance of the research topic and the formulation of the SCIENTIFIC problem (in which this
research is being conducted) as a whole. You should not conduct a literature review here. There is no need for a literature review here. It is not necessary to tell
how the research will be conducted, how the article is structured, what is the purpose of the research and what tasks the authors will solve.

The literature review should include 30-40-50 analyzed sources. It should begin with a few introductory sentences. The sequence of the text must have logic (it is
not determined by the place of the mentioned work on the shelf). It must be subordinated to the purpose of the study. Do not start each paragraph with a reference
to the source, but structure the text in such a way that one paragraph is an analysis of one source. The review should be concluded with 2-3 generalizing
sentences. Then the purpose of the study should be formulated. After that, formulate hypotheses (right here, all together, and do not insert text between them). Of
course, if you foresee them. As for the hypotheses, they should be formulated clearly and unambiguously! They should be clear and not repeat each other.

Then there should be a Methods section. Here you should describe the algorithm (procedure) of the study and provide primary data for calculations or indicate the
sources of their receipt. This should be done following the logic of the academic presentation of the material.
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Further, the main section of the article is RESULT. Here, not only the results obtained (analytics, systematization, calculations...), but also their economic
interpretation, explanation, and justification should be given. If the hypotheses were predicted, then provide the results of their verification.

The Discussion section should include a discussion of the results of the study, a comparison with previous ones, a discussion of why the authors have such results,
and an indication of future prospects.

The Conclusions should have the following logic - indicate the purpose of the study, briefly demonstrate the obtained result, and indicate what conclusions should
be drawn from it. Do not cite sources in the Conclusions, and do not repeat sentences from the abstract here.

Don't start chapters with subsections. Don't break sections into a bunch of subsections. Variables in formulas must have established designations. They should be
explained. Captions for figures and tables should be clear and understandable, even if they are shown in the context of the article. Do not indicate under the figures
and tables that this is your own (author's) development or your own calculations because it should be so a priori. Column and row names in tables should be clear
and complete.

Carefully study each sentence, each paragraph, and the entire text of the article.

The deadline for revisions is 2023-06-19

To revise a manuscript please don’t forget to log in to the system and to upload a revised manuscript!

Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova
Managing Editor
Journal Banks and Bank Systems
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To: kautsar@perbanas.ac.id

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

the manuscript WHAT DRIVES THE LEVEL OF DISCLOSURE IN SOCIAL REPORTING AT SHARIA COMMERCIAL BANKS?, submitted to Banks and Bank
Systems Journal, needs to be revised.

Comments:

Authors are requested to follow the previous recommendations. The article is about 11 banks. About which ones? Why don't the authors list them? Why were these
banks chosen? Why isn't any of their characteristics given? Why does the data end in 2019 and is already quite out of date?

The deadline for revisions is 2023-06-26

To revise a manuscript please don’t forget to log in to the system and to upload a revised manuscript!

Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova
Managing Editor
Journal Banks and Bank Systems
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To: kautsar@perbanas.ac.id

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

the manuscript WHAT DRIVES THE LEVEL OF DISCLOSURE IN SOCIAL REPORTING AT SHARIA COMMERCIAL BANKS?, submitted to Banks and Bank
Systems Journal, needs to be revised.

Comments:

Authors are asked to comply with the requirements and preliminary recommendations. 

The deadline for revisions is 2023-07-11

To revise a manuscript please don’t forget to log in to the system and to upload a revised manuscript!

Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova
Managing Editor
Journal Banks and Bank Systems
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To: kautsar@perbanas.ac.id

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

the manuscript WHAT DRIVES THE LEVEL OF DISCLOSURE IN SOCIAL REPORTING AT SHARIA COMMERCIAL BANKS?, submitted to Banks and Bank
Systems Journal, needs to be revised.

Comments:

Follow the previous recommendations. ALL! Including: Shorten the Discussion section by 2-3 times. Transfer part of the material to the Literary review. In the
Discussion section, there should be a discussion of the results of the study, a comparison with previous ones, a discussion of why the authors have such results,
and determination of future prospects. Short conclusions. The Conclusions should have the following logic - we indicate the purpose of the study, briefly
demonstrate the obtained result, and indicate what conclusions should be drawn from it. Do not refer to sources in the Conclusions and do not repeat sentences
from the Abstract here.

The deadline for revisions is 2023-08-10

To revise a manuscript please don’t forget to log in to the system and to upload a revised manuscript!

Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova
Managing Editor
Journal Banks and Bank Systems
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To: kautsar@perbanas.ac.id

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

The submitted manuscript WHAT DRIVES THE LEVEL OF DISCLOSURE IN SOCIAL REPORTING AT SHARIA COMMERCIAL BANKS? to Banks and Bank
Systems Journal has passed the review process and is waiting for your decision regarding the publishing.

Please log in to the system to start or decline the publishing process.

Thanks.

Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova
Managing Editor
Journal Banks and Bank Systems
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Manuscript Administration System <noreply@manuscript-adminsystem.com> Tue, Oct 3, 2023 at 1:55 PM
To: kautsar@perbanas.ac.id

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

The manuscript WHAT DRIVES THE LEVEL OF DISCLOSURE IN SOCIAL REPORTING AT SHARIA COMMERCIAL BANKS? submitted to Banks and Bank
Systems is agreed for publication on 03.10.2023

The data about the author is below:

Author’s First Name: Kautsar Riza

Author’s Last Name: Salman

University country: ID

University city: Surabaya

University email: kautsar@perbanas.ac.id

Managing Editor/Publisher Coordinator of Banks and Bank Systems Journal will contact you soon and provide with further information (Acceptance letter,
Publication Agreement and Copyright & Licensing).

Kind regards,
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ya.mospanova@manuscript-adminsystem.com <ya.mospanova@manuscript-adminsystem.com> Thu, Oct 12, 2023 at 3:28 PM
To: KAUTSAR RIZA SALMAN <kautsar@perbanas.ac.id>

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

Hope you are doing well!

 

Attached you’ll find a paper for proofreading before publication. Please check the text of your article and correct mistakes (if any). For all
corrections, please indicate them in the attached file. Please, return proofs during the next 2 days.

 

Pay attention that proofreading includes only changes to the paper's title, list of authors, or scientific errors that the publishing team will consider
and further approve. The publisher is not responsible for the errors resulting from the authors' oversight. We reserve the right to make the final
decision regarding the style and size of the figures. 

 

I look forward to hearing from you soon.

 

Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova

Managing Editor | International Research Journal “Banks and Bank Systems” | LLC “CPC “Business Perspectives” 

ya.mospanova@businessperspectives.org | https://businessperspectives.org/journals/banks-and-bank-systems?category_id=30  | 
http://www.businessperspectives.org

 

Follow us on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/business-perspectives/
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To: KAUTSAR RIZA SALMAN <kautsar@perbanas.ac.id>

Dear Kautsar Riza Salman,

Your article “What drives the level of social reporting disclosure at Islamic commercial banks?” has been published on the 16th of October, 2023.

Here is the link to the article: http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/bbs.18(4).2023.06

 

It is also posted in LinkedIn and Twitter:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/business-perspectives/

https://twitter.com/LLC_BP

 

For your personal and article’s promotion, we recommend you to upload your paper on IDEAS, SSRN, ResearchGate etc., for improvement the
citation and for possibility to find potential co-authors and readers for your future publications. 

We encourage you to share information about the published paper with your colleagues (via e-mail or share article in Twitter and LinkedIn). You
may send out press releases to local media, and publish internal newsletters. It’s a good idea to post information about preliminary calculations and
research at figshare https://figshare.com/

 

We highly recommend to create a Publons, Scopus Authors ID and Mendeley profiles and complete them, that helps you to promote yourself as an
author and a reviewer, also helps to find potential co-authors and readers for your publications, gives more experience on editorship.

 

You can read more how to promote your paper herehttps://businessperspectives.org/article-promotion.  Please, pay attention that you are
obliged to indicate weblink to the journal.
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Kind regards,

Yaroslava Mospanova

Managing Editor | International Research Journal “Banks and Bank Systems” | LLC “CPC “Business Perspectives” 

ya.mospanova@businessperspectives.org | https://businessperspectives.org/journals/banks-and-bank-systems?category_id=30  |  htt
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